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Big data is hard.
1. Data gathering – hard
2. Data refinement – hard
3. Data analysis – super hard
4. Data sharing – hard
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Data gathering
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Public Data Explorer
http://www.google.com/publicdata/directory 
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Fusion Tables (Public)
http://research.google.com/tables
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Google Trends
http://www.google.cz/trends
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Google Trends Correlate
http://www.google.com/trends/correlate
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Google Ngram Viewer
http://books.google.com/ngrams
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Data refinement
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Open Refine
http://code.google.com/p/google-refine/
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Data analysis
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https://bigquery.cloud.google.com/
Google BigQuery
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Google Fusion Tables
http://www.google.com/fusiontables      http://research.google.com/tables
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Data sharing
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Google Fusion Tables
http://www.google.com/fusiontables
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Google Fusion Tables – in the wild
http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/interactive/2011/aug/16/riots-poverty-map
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Google Docs – in the wild
http://data.blog.ihned.cz/c1-57386250-hledejte-s-nami-fakta-v-projevu-davida-ratha
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Links
● Public Data Explorer
○ Import public data form
● Google Correlate
○ Explanation (Comics)
● Ngram Viewer
○ Advanced use
